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ABSTRACT. On the average once in 4 years uncontrolled geostationary satellites suffer small sudden changes
of speed, which is connected with their collisions with fine space debris. Most of these events are caused by
collisions with meteoric bodies. Such collisions threaten space vehicles as well, sent to planets of the solar system
to study their physical nature.

The present paper is devoted to determining the degree of risk of collision of a space vehicle with meteors at
different possible variants of its interplanetary orbit. The study allows to select - out of several possible variants –
the least hazardous trajectory of interplanetary flight of a space vehicle from the point of view of meteoric danger.
© 2007 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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1. Introduction
Since the 1990s, in connection with the increased number of space vehicles (SV) investigating interplanetary

space, the need has arisen of a careful calculation of their orbits from the viewpoint of minimization of expenditure of
power resources, as well of the selection of the minimally hazardous orbits in space.

In the 21st century interplanetary flights of SV with people on board are also planned and practically preparations
are under way for expeditions to the nearest planets. Therefore, careful choice of trajectories of flights is not only
important but necessary as well.

Our long-term work with uncontrolled geostationary satellites shows that from time to time (on the average, once
in 4 years) they suffer small - within the limits of several mm/s - sudden changes of speed, which is connected with
their collisions with fine space debris. Most of these events are caused by collisions with meteoric bodies [1-5].

Obviously, SVs, sent to planets of the solar system to study their physical nature, are threatened with such
collisions, entailing disaster.

The present study is devoted to determining the degree of risk of collision with meteors for different possible
variants of SV interplanetary orbit.

As is known, the bulk of meteoric bodies moves in the form of streams created by comets. These bodies move
along the orbit of the comet generating them, at speeds of some dozens of km/s, and at a relatively short (within one
million kilometers) distance from it. Sporadic meteors are smaller in number and they move chaotically.

The task of the present work is to choose from a set of possible heliocentric orbits of a SV the optimum, allowing
to avoid the crossing of the orbits of comets (the orbits being the sites of congestion of meteoric bodies) by it and
ensuring maximal remoteness from them.

It is necessary to note that the details of the distribution of meteoric bodies in streams are more or less known
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The index l corresponds to the system of coordinates related to the SV orbit and the value íl for each separately
taken moment tl is determined through the solution of Kepler’s equation:
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The duration of the flight of the SV is equal to

 3 2
0( ),L LT a M MΔ = − (20)

where the initial and final values of the mean anomaly of the SV are designated through M0 and ML respectively;  aL is
a semimajor axis of the SV orbit.

To calculate the values of vl by means of the expressions (19) and (20), we shall divide the interval DT into L equal
parts.

Transition from the coordinates xl , yl , zl to the coordinates x0, y0, z0 in the system connected with the orbit of the
comet is effected by the formulas of spherical trigonometry:
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where the inclination, argument of perihelion and the longitude of the Node of the SV orbit relative to the comet’s
orbit are designated through i, ω and Ω respectively. These values are calculated by means of the expressions:
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where the index n designates the elements of an orbit of nth comet relative to the ecliptic.
Finally, the non-normalized probability of collision of the SV with a meteor for the entire time of flight will be:
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where N designates the total number of the orbits of the comets used at calculations.
By the software realized on Fortran, in the case of using elements of the orbits of 500 comets and dividing the DT

interval into 1000 times, it takes PC Pentium – 4, to calculate the probability of collision of an SV with meteors, 4s of
machine time.

Thus, the present study allows choosing the safest, out of several possible variants of the trajectory of interplan-
etary flight of SV, from the point of view of collisions with meteors.
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meteorebTan saplanetTaSoriso xomaldis Sejaxebis
albaTobis Sesaxeb

r. kilaZe*

* akademiis wevri, e. xaraZis saqarTvelos nacionaluri astrofizikuri observatoria

umarTavi geostacionaruli Tanamgzavrebi saSualod oTx weliwadSi erTxel myisierad icvlian
siCqares, rac gamowveulia kosmosur nagavTan maTi SejaxebebiT. aseTi SemTxvevebis udidesi nawilis
mizezia Sejaxebebi meteorebTan.

msgavs Sejaxebebs ganicdian mzis sistemis planetebisken maTi fizikuri bunebis Sesaswavlad
gagzavnili kosmosuri xomaldebic.

winamdebare naSromi miznad isaxavs kosmosuri xomaldebis meteorebTan Sejaxebis riskis
gansazRvras saplanetaTaSoriso orbitis sxvadasxva variantisaTvis. naSromi saSualebas iZleva,
saplanetaTaSoriso xomaldis traeqtoriis ramdenime SesaZlo variantidan arCeuli iqnes meteoruli
safrTxis TvalsazrisiT yvelaze uxifaTo.
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